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Tony Hoagland
• “A poem must pay the rent.”
• Anchor in specific details.
• Be courageous.
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Tony Hoagland (b. 1953 )
Candlelight
Crossing the porch in the hazy dusk
to worship the moon rising
like a yellow filling-station sign
on the black horizon,

an atmospheric thinness
fifty years from now
above the vulnerable head
of your bald grandson on vacation

you feel the faint grit
of ants beneath your shoes,
but keep on walking
because in this world

as the cells of his scalp
sautéed by solar radiation
break down like suspects
under questioning.

are a kind of candlelight themselves,
while in the background
the fingertips of the pianist
float over the tusks

you have to decide what
you're willing to kill.
Saving your marriage might mean
dinner for two

Still you slice
the sirloin into pieces
and feed each other
on silver forks

of the slaughtered elephant
without a care,
as if the elephant
had granted its permission.

by candlelight on steak
raised on pasture
chopped out of rain forest
whose absence might mean

under the approving gaze
of a waiter
whose purchased attention
and French name
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Tony Hoagland
Grammar
Maxine, back from a weekend with her
boyfriend,
smiles like a big cat and says
that she's a conjugated verb.
She's been doing the direct object
with a second person pronoun named Phil,
and when she walks into the room,
everybody turns:
some kind of light is coming from her
head.
Even the geraniums look curious,
and the bees, if they were here, would
buzz
suspiciously around her hair, looking
for the door in her corona.
We're all attracted to the perfume
of fermenting joy.

We've all tried to start a fire,
and one day maybe it will blaze up on its
own.
In the meantime, she is the one today
among us
most able to bear the idea of her own
beauty,
and when we see it, what we do is
natural:
we take our burned hands
out of our pockets,
and clap.
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Bill Newby
Tony
His mind was dung-fertile,
teeming with maggots, butterflies, trilliums and mold,
and his hair was in chaotic rebellion,
a free-verse, post-modern crop,
like the spindly ghosts of Medusa’s snakes
whipping about and struggling to be set free.
His hands and lips were fraternal twins,
one danced the other’s sounds,
and sentences gushed in a Niagara tumble
with enough force and mass to light
the homes, streets and skylines of New York and Ontario,
to make Matthew Mulrony’s shaver hum
and to keep coffee flowing into Tim Horton cups.
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He was a walking experiment – a cantor without a canticle,
spontaneously chanting his synaptic sparks,
casting his net from the bow and calling his catch
as he pulled it from the ether,
a man in search of new language climbing toward the sky
and hoping each moment to crest a divide
and discover words for the unspoken,
a man singing worry, pain and praise into quiet corners.
(June 23, 2015)
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Dorianne Laux – Features of Strong Poetry (1)
• 3-Dimensional Coherence & Balance

Physical

Emotional

Intellectual

• Surprise (“Invite people in and then surprise them.”)
• Climax without Denouement
Fiction

Poetry

– Unwritten last line: “And then everything changed.”
– Open vs. Closed ending

• “Each line needs to outperform the previous ones.”
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Dorianne Laux – Features of Strong Poetry (2)
• Simple Details
– She had long nails.
– A single bulb hung from the ceiling.
– They had a one-car garage.

• Oppositionals
–
–
–
–

She was a plus-size woman with a petite intellect.
He loved and feared her.
He was drawn to her honey but knew he should be dieting.
“…those who could hear weren’t listening.”

• Solid Language – Concretes vs Abstractions
– He had a tight grip. vs He was strong.
– The concrete could burn flesh. vs It was warm.
– “a man of lechery so solid / you could build a table on it” vs “a lecherous man”
(Lynn Emanuel)

• Syntactic Variety
– A simple line on the back of a complex line. Etc.
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Dorianne Laux (b. 1952)
Life is Beautiful
and remote, and useful,
if only to itself. Take the fly, angel
of the ordinary house, laying its bright
eggs on the trash, pressing each jewel out
delicately along a crust of buttered toast.
Bagged, the whole mess travels to the nearest
dump where other flies have gathered, singing
over stained newsprint and reeking
fruit. Rapt on air they execute an intricate
ballet above the clashing pirouettes
of heavy machinery. They hum with life.
While inside rumpled sacks pure white
maggots writhe and spiral from a rip,
a tear-shaped hole that drools and drips
a living froth onto the buried earth.
The warm days pass, gulls scree and pitch,
rats manage the crevices, feral cats abandon
their litters for a morsel of torn fur, stranded
dogs roam open fields, sniff the fragrant edges,
a tossed lacework of bones and shredded flesh.
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And the maggots tumble at the center, ripening,
husks membrane-thin, embryos darkening
and shifting within, wings curled and wet,
the open air pungent and ready to receive them
in their fecund iridescence. And so, of our homely hosts,
a bag of jewels is born again into the world. Come, lost
children of the sun-drenched kitchen, your parents
soundly sleep along the windowsill, content,
wings at rest, nestled in against the warm glass.
Everywhere the good life oozes from the useless
waste we make when we create—our streets teem
with human young, rafts of pigeons streaming
over the squirrel-burdened trees. If there is
a purpose, maybe there are too many of us
to see it, though we can, from a distance,
hear the dull thrum of generation's industry,
feel its fleshly wheel churn the fire inside us, pushing
the world forward toward its ragged edge, rushing
like a swollen river into multitude and rank disorder.
Such abundance. We are gorged, engorging, and gorgeous.
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Dorianne Laux
Learning to Drive
The long miles down the back road
I learned to drive on. The boy riding
shotgun. His hand on my hand on
the gear shift knob, our eyes locked
on the dusty windshield , the cracked
asphalt, old airstrip, the nothing spreading
for miles: scrub brush, heat waves, sky,
a few thin contrails. His patience
endless. My clumsiness: the grinding
gears, the fumbled clutch. The wrench
of it popped like an arm from its socket,
his blue, beloved '57 Ford lurching,
stalled in the dirt. I was 16, he was older,
his football-player shoulders muscular,
wide. Where did he get his kindness?
Why spend it on a girl like me: skinny,
serious, her nails bitten, her legs
bruised. Hours under summer's
relentless heat, his car stumbling
across the barren lot until I got it,
understood how to lift my left foot,

press my right hand, in tandem, like dancing,
which I never learned to do, never wanted
to turn circles on the polished floor
of a dark auditorium, the bleachers
hemming me in. I drove toward the horizon,
gravel jitterbugging under his tires. Lizards
skittering. Jays rising to the buzz
of telephone wires. He taught me
how to handle a car, how to downshift
into second, peel out from a dead stop.
His fist hung from the open window,
knuckles clamped on a lit cigarette,
dragging smoke. We couldn't guess
where we were going. He didn't know
he was flying to Vietnam
and I was learning how to get out of there,
The Byrds singing "Eight Miles High''
when he turned up the radio
and told me to brake, opened his door,
slid out and stood on the desert road
to let me go it alone. His back pressed
against all that emptiness.
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Accessibilty
Continuum
0%

100%

• Ease of understanding (reader / listener)
• Balance enough vs too much information
• How hard must the reader/listener work?
Access Test

1. Share without preface
2. “Tell me your experience of this poem.”
3. Note understanding, feeling, labor.
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Density - Intensifying a poem / Getting rid of clutter
• Eliminate unnecessary articles (a, an, the)
• Eliminate unnecessary prepositions
• Eliminate unnecessary conjunctions, especially “and”
• Change “x of y” to “y’s x”
• Shift participles (“…was running…”) to active forms
(“…ran…”)
• Contract forms of “to be” and “to have” (“I am” to “I’m”, “it is”
to “it’s”, “we have” to “we’ve”, etc.).
• When considering possible contractions, pay attention to the
musicality/rhythm of a line. Avoid contractions that harm
music.
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Bill Newby
Routine Check-Ups
When each poem walks in the office,
I greet it with a smile,
feel its temperature and pulse,
and try to anchor its first name
while gathering family history.
Some arrive so out of shape
they’ve lost their spectacles
and extra adjectives and meandering phrases
sway from their loose gut
where a belt should be.
Full physicals take more time –
testing each clause’s tendons,
listening for arrhythmias, eyeing
misalignments,
and probing each stanza’s bowels
for meaning free of tumors.
(May 25, 2017)
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Bill Newby
In Need of Life Support
Perhaps it was a dead metaphor.
That’s why it didn’t lick anyone’s face,
beg for handouts, or raise its leg on a boot.
The room was statue silent after the last line.
Every face held its normal pose.
No eyelid danced. No throat moaned or sang.
They just sat and waited,
as if the commercial break was about to finish
and they were ready for a midwife
to race up the drive on her Harley,
jam her kickstand into the gravel,
and rush inside to keep a final stanza from breaching,
then guide it toward the light,
so she could smack its fanny
and make everyone cheer or cry.
(February 3, 2016)
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Ted Kooser (b. 1939)
• 13th US Poet Laureate, 2004-2006
• Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, “Delights & Shadows”, 2005

The art of joy patient observation
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Ted Kooser
Splitting an Order
I like to watch an old man cutting a sandwich in half,
maybe an ordinary cold roast beef on whole wheat bread,
no pickles or onion, keeping his shaky hands steady
by placing his forearms firm on the edge of the table
and using both hands, the left to hold the sandwich in place,
and the right to cut it surely, corner to corner,
observing his progress through glasses that moments before
he wiped with his napkin, and then to see him lift half
onto the extra plate that he asked the server to bring,
and then to wait, offering the plate to his wife
while she slowly unrolls her napkin and places her spoon,
her knife, and her fork in their proper places,
then smooths the starched white napkin over her knees
and meets his eyes and holds out both old hands to him.
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Ted Kooser
Peeling a Potato
Pablo Casals should see me now,
bowing this fat little cello,
peeling off long white chords.
I am not famous like Pablo,
not yet. The amphitheater
of the kitchen sink is nearly empty.
As the notes reel out,
I hear only the hesitant clapping
of a few moist hands.
I am playing the solo variations
of J. S. Bach. Wonderfully,
I sweep with my peeler. See me lean
into the work, tight lipped,
the light in my hair. Inspiration
trickles over my handsome old hands.
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Ted Kooser
Hoarfrost
Two days of an icy prairie fog
and every blade of grass, and twig,
and branch, and every stretch
of wire, barb, post and staple,
is a knot or a thread in a lace
of the purest white. To walk
is like finding your way
through a wedding dress, the sky
inside it cold and satiny;
no past, no future, just the now
all breathless. Then a red bird,
like a pinprick, changes everything.
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